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Measurements on carbon particle growth during CCl4 thermal decomposition were carried out behind both in-
cident and reflected shock waves. Three kind of mixture compositions have been investigated: 4000 ppm
CCl4 in argon; 200 to 4000 ppm CCl4 and 200 to 8000 ppm Fe(CO)5 in argon; 4000 ppmCCl4 and 4000
ppm hydrogen in argon. The temperature range 1200<T/K<3200, pressure around 25 bar. Kinetics of the par-
ticle growth was detected via the attenuation of the laser beam (He-Ne laser, 632.8 nm).

The low temperature boundary for soot particles detection and magnitude of soot yield in CCl4 pyrolysis is
the same as that for most of the hydrocarbons studied. The temperature change during CCl4 pyrolysis is an
important factor for its kinetic interpretation. The first order rate constants of soot growthkf/[C] are higher
than those for all hydrocarbons, including benzene under comparable conditions. AtT<2200 K the induction
times tind are close to those for hydrocarbons with respect to both, absolute values and activation energy. In
the middle temperature range studied, 2200<T/K<2500, an “induction-less behaviour”of soot growth was ob-
served;tind at T>2500 K show a negative activation energy. Hydrogen additives significantly act on soot for-
mation characteristics depending on H/Cl-ratio.
Chemical reaction in mixtures CCl4/Fe(CO)5 was observed even at relatively low temperatures behind inci-

dent shock waves. However, iron additives only slightly change the soot yield as compared to CCl4 pyrolysis.
A qualitative interpretation of experimental findings observed is suggested based on the consideration of

the hierarchy of characteristic times in reacting systems followed by the growth of soot particles.

Introduction

Chlorinated hydrocarbons are among the main constitu-
ents of many industrial wastes and they may influence
soot formation in industrial incinerators [1]. Peculiarities
of soot formation from chlorinated hydrocarbons are also
of interest from a fundamental point of view.

Study of the soot formation in binary mixtures often
can give additional insight into the interplay of different
factors in the course of soot growth. It was shown that
iron-bearing compounds are most effective metal addi-
tives. In particular, the significant promotion action of
Fe(CO)5 on soot formation in C2H4 pyrolysis was re-
vealed and explained as influence of iron clusters which
may provide the active sites for soot growth [2]. Hydro-
gen additives significantly suppress the soot yield in
C2H2 pyrolysis [3]. The influence of H2 and Fe(CO)5 on
soot formation for chlorinated substances was not yet
studied.

It is well known that soot formation during hydrocar-
bon combustion and pyrolysis behind shock waves can be

characterised by several features. Firstly, this process is
limited by temperature boundaries which were determined
extensively in shock waves and also in flames [4]. How-
ever, the data on these boundaries in some cases differ
significantly, in particular depending on specificity of ex-
perimental techniques used to detect soot yield. As a con-
sequence, there is no generally accepted point of view on
the physical meaning of these boundaries. Nevertheless,
the appearance temperature of soot,Tap, is among the in-
teresting characteristics especially from a practical point
of view. Secondly, time evolution of soot growth during
hydrocarbon pyrolysis behind shock waves shows some
general features: Induction period, selfacceleration stage
and growth to steady state level.

Soot formation in the pyrolysis of chlorinated methane,
their mixtures with methane, and chlorinated ethylene was
studied in [5]. The amount of soot produced in the pyro-
lysis of chlorinated hydrocarbons is larger than that
formed in normal hydrocarbons. The soot yield in CCl4

pyrolysis observed in [5] was however small and shifted
to rather high temperaturesT>2500 K. That was different
from the typical behaviour of other chlorinated methane’s.
However, these above mentioned data were obtained in
mixtures with a high percentage of CCl4 in the mixture
(9.6%) and nonisothermicity during pyrolysis could be
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significant. Below we presentsomeestimationsconfirm-
ing this point of view. On the otherhand,onemay expect
that kinetically the CCl4 pyrolysis is a rather simple sys-
tem, at least for the early stagesof the reaction [6], and
shouldgive a good chanceto find main kinetic contribu-
tions leadingto carbonparticlegrowth.

Apparently, to avoid large temperaturechanges in the
courseof pyrolysis followed by subsequent sootformation
and relatedwith this uncertaintiesin the interpretation of
primary experimentaldata it is necessary to performexperi-
mentsat high pressurewith low percentageof sooting mol-
eculesin the mixture. In line with theseargumentsthe
principal objective of this work is two-fold. Firstly, to mea-
surethe temperatureboundariesandkinetic parametersfor
carbonparticlegrowthduringCCl4 decomposition with and
without additivesof H2 andFe(CO)5. Secondly, to compare
theseexperimental findings with the existingdata for soot
growthduringthepyrolysisof hydrocarbonsandtheir halo-
genated counterparts in order to estimatethe common
kinetic driving forcesleading to carbon growth.

Experimental

The experimental installation has beendescribedelse-
where [7], and only some details are given here. The
main part of measurements were performed behind re-
flected shockwavesin 70 mm i. d. steelshock tubewith
a 4.5 m long driver section and 28 mm thick tube wall.
The shock wave velocity was measured by Kistler pres-
sure gauges and shock wave gas parameters were calcu-
lated in the ordinary manner [7]. The mixturesbeing in-
vestigated were prepared manometrically and mixed by
convection in stainless steelcylindersat least48 h before

use.Diluent gasargon (>99.998%Messer-Griesheim) was
usedwithout furtherpurification. Carbon tetrachlorideand
iron pentacarbonyl (Fluka) weredistilled in a liquid nitro-
gen trap. The sampleswere frozen and then the middle
fraction wasevaporated in the mixture cylinder. Measure-
mentson carbonparticlegrowth during CCl4 thermal de-
composition werecarried out behindboth incidentandre-
flected shockwaves. Threekind of mixture compositions
havebeeninvestigated:

• 4000ppm carbontetrachloride in argon;
• 200 to 4000 ppm carbon tetrachloride and 200 to

8000ppm iron pentacarbonyl in argon;
• 4000 ppm carbontetrachloride and 4000 ppm hydro-

genin argon.

The temperature range was 1200<T/K<3200, pressure
around 25 bar. Kinetics of the particle growth was de-
tectedvia the attenuation of the laserbeam(HeNe-Laser,
632.8nm). The light extinction traceswereconverted into
sootprofilesusing Beer’s law (seee.g. [7]).

Experimental Results

Carbon Tetrachloride

Absorption tracesobserved during CCl4 pyrolysis are
similar to that for hydrocarbon pyrolysiswith somepecu-
liarities which are described below. Absorption tracesof
soot formation during hydrocarbon pyrolysis(seee.g. [7])
give in fact three parameters characterising soot forma-
tion: Induction time tind, soot growth rate kf and soot
yield SY.

In the middle temperaturerange studied, 2200<T/
K<2550, the sootparticle growth startsjust behindthe re-
flected shock front without prominent induction period
(Fig. 1) and the absorption curve may be well approxi-
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Fig. 1
Absorption record during CCl4 pyrolysis behind reflected shock
wave.4000ppm CCl4 in argon,T=2260K, P=23.4bar

Fig. 2
Sootyield SY in arbitraryunits during CCl4 pyrolysis;measurements
behinda reflectedshockwaveat 1 ms



mated by the usual growth profile of the soot volume
fraction fv �t� � �1ÿ eÿkf �t� wherekf is the first orderrate
constant of sootgrowth. The temperaturedependenciesof
the abovementioned parameters are presented in Figs.2

to 4. It is well known that the temperaturedependence of
SY values for hydrocarbon pyrolysis shows single bell
shaped curves (see e.g. [7]). However, for the mixture
4000 ppm CCl4 in argon the picture is more complicated
(Fig. 2) andwe candescribe the observed sootyields asa
superposition of two sootbells with a local minimum at T
around 2300 K. The temperature boundary for soot ap-
pearance is around 1600 K. Note that the position of this
minimum for SY is the sameas that for the maximumof
kf, however for SY the minimum is moreprominent. Ad-
ditional experiments in this temperaturerangeare needed
to obtainmorereliabledataon the temperaturedependent
kf. In experimentsat T<2200K andT>2550K the induc-
tion periods(Fig. 3) tind may be determinedin the ordi-
nary manner(seee.g. [7]), however they could not be de-
termined asclearly asin hydrocarbon pyrolysis.

Influence of Hydrogen

Absorption traces in mixtures containing 4000 ppm
CCl4 and4000 ppm H2 (Fig. 5) exhibits the same proper-
ties as for CCl4/Ar with more noticeable soot propensity
becausesoot growth was detectedalready at lower tem-
peratures. As can be seenfrom Figs.3 and 6, hydrogen
additivesaffect sootformation parametersdrastically:

• Large shifting of the soot bell to lower temperatures.
Tap is around1200 K and the maximum of increased
SY is at 1600 K.

• The secondsootbell disappearescompletely.
• Induction times are shorter as compared to mixture

4000ppm CCl4 in argon (Fig. 3).

Moreover, the colour of the deposit on the walls and the
endplate of the shock tubeafteran experiment wassoftly
lemon yellow or sometimeswith golden iridescent. The
colour of the carbon deposit is dependent on the H/Cl-
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Fig. 3
Temperaturedependenceof induction timesof soot formationin dif-
ferentmixturesin argon* 4000 ppm CCl4 and 400 ppm Fe(CO)5.
* 4000ppm CCl4 and4000ppm H2, & 4000ppm CCl4

Fig. 4
Temperature dependence of the soot formation constant kf.
Points:experimentaldata,upperand lower points correspondto bi-
exponentialsoot growth, jÿÿ 4000 ppm CCl4, j

�
� 4000 ppm CCl4 and

400 ppm Fe(CO)5 in argon. Lines: decompositionrate constantsfor
C2Cl4 andCCl4 accountedfor fall-off behaviour

Fig. 5
Absorption record in mixture 4000 ppm CCl4 and 4000 ppm H2

behindreflectedshockwave.T=2230K, P=25.5bar



ratio. Further studiesof dependenciesof colour and other
soot formation parameters at a broad variation of the
H/Cl-ratio shouldbe certainly interesting.Contrary, com-
plete soot suppression was observedfor larger additions
of H2. With 10% H2 we did not observe any soot forma-
tion.

Mixt uresof Carbon Tetrachloride
with Ir on Pentacarbonyl

Absorptiontracesin CCl4/Fe(CO)5 mixturesshowanini-
tial signalrelatedwith theiron clustercontribution (Fig. 7),
becausethe Fe(CO)5 thermaldecomposition followed by
iron vapor nucleation is very fast under the conditions ap-
plied [2]. However, when theratio of Fe/Clbecomessmal-
ler the initial absorption behindthe incidentshockwave is
very small compared with the reference experiments with-
out CCl4. This observation certainly shows that thenascent
iron-atoms efficiently reactwith CCl4 molecules forming
probably some kind of iron chloridesand these reactions
compete with the iron nucleation.

The result of the reaction between iron-bearingspecies
andCCl4 is clearly seenfrom a comparison of the absorp-
tion behind incident shock waves in different mixtures
(Fig. 8). The mixture of 4000 ppm Fe(CO)5 in argon de-
monstrates the high reproducibility of the absorption re-
cordsat 25 bar and gives a reference level of the steady
stateoptical absorbance reached after Fe(CO)5 decompo-
sition of D2=0.60±0.2. Additives of CCl4 diminish the
absorption, depending on the CCl4 contentand the tem-

perature. The decay of the absorption is about propor-
tional to the CCl4 content and is increasing with the rise
of temperature.Asymptotically, the resulting decreaseof
the absorption nearly ceasesat T<1250 K if the Fe/Cl-
ratio is around0.2<Fe/Cl<0.5.

Now the time behaviour of the absorption in CCl4/
Fe(CO)5 mixtures shall be considered. At low and high
temperaturesstudied clearly two parts of absorption re-
cordswereobserved(Fig. 9) so that the sootvolumefrac-
tion fv�t� growth may be approximatedasthe sumof two
terms.

fv �t� � A1�1ÿ eÿkf1�t� � A2�1ÿ eÿkf2�t� ; �1�

where kf1 and kf2 are the soot growth ratesfor first and
second stages, respectively. Therefore, the processingof
such absorption traces in accordancewith the procedure
described [7] leadsto two valuesof the “first-order soot
rates”.At middle temperatures,2200<T/K<2300, the two
exponents nearly merge in a single exponential profile
and the absorption recordslook like the yield of a simple
quasi first order reaction. This featureis evidently differ-
ent from the typical tracesduring hydrocarbonpyrolysis
which exhibit clearly expressedinduction kinetics fol-
lowed by a S-shapedselfacceleration stageand then the
final part with single first order rate for soot growth.
Temporarycharacteristics of absorption tracesdepend on
temperatureand Fe/Cl-ratio. Singleexponential behaviour
is mostly evident in the middle temperature range
2200<T/K<2500. The biexponential behaviour was ob-
servedat high temperatures2500<T/K<3000 and lessevi-
dentat low temperaturesT<2200 K.

Fig. 9 illustrates the determination of soot growth rates
ff1 and ff2 as slopes of the appropriatepartsof the whole
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Fig. 6
Soot yield SY in arbitrary units for mixture 4000 ppm CCl4 and
4000 ppm H2 (points) correspondingto 1 ms reactiontime behind
the reflectedshockwave.Dottedcurve:approximationof experimen-
tal datafor mixtureof CCl4/Ar

Fig. 7
Absorption record in mixture of 4000 ppm CCl4 and 400 ppm
Fe(CO)5 behindreflectedshockwave.T=2690K, P=22.9bar



curve (see Fig. 4). If the induction period tind is deter-
minedasthe duration betweenzerotime andthe intercep-
tion of straight lines with initial absorption level we can
see in fact someuncertaintiesin this case.For the first
stagesind is short and closeto the time resolution, taking
into account schlieren spike and noise level. For the sec-
ond stagesind is moreprominentbut it may be considered
as a consequence of the two stage behaviour of soot
growth. Therefore,when the differencebetween the time
characteristics of the two stagebehaviouris quite large
(e.g. first part of exponential growth is rather slow) the
absorption traces may be easily used for conventional
treatment to find incubationtimes in the ordinary manner.
The appropriateresults arepresented in Fig. 3. At middle
temperatures the range of inductionless behaviour is
shown by a horizontal bar. The negative temperaturede-
pendence of the induction time at T>2500K is complete-
ly unusualfor sootformation in hydrocarbons.

Note that at temperaturesaround 2500<T/K<2800 the
Fe(CO)5 additives(400 ppm) produce certainly higher kf

valuesas compared to mixturesof 4000 ppm CCl4 in ar-
gon (Fig. 4). Accordingly, the soot yield SY observed in
the samemixtures shows a slight increaseat the same
temperatureregion (Fig. 10). As can be seenalso, in the
temperature rangeof the first soot bell the influence of
400 ppm Fe(CO)5 is small. That is in contrast to the
Fe(CO)5 promotionactionon sootgrowth during ethylene
decomposition [2]. In mixtures with relatively high con-
tent of Fe(CO)5 the experimentalpoints of SY areshifted
to higher temperaturesas compared to the reference mix-
ture 4000ppm CCl4 in argon.

Discussion

The first systematic study of soot formation during
shocktubepyrolysis of chlorinated hydrocarbons wasun-
dertakenin [5]. The high sooting propensity of chlori-
natedhydrocarbonshasbeenattributedto a weakerC–Cl
bond compared to a C–H bond. The weakerC–Cl bond
leadsto a relatively high Cl-atom concentration in sooting
reaction system. Some tentative mechanism was sug-
gested to explain an observations in [5] of highersooting
tendency of methyl chloride compared to methane due to
chlorine catalysed formation of C2H3 and C2H2. To ex-
plain the highersootingtendency of dichlormethane com-
paredto that of methylchloride, the higher concentrations
of Cl-atoms and as a consequencethe higher rate of
chlorine catalysedproduction of C2H2, C2H and C2H3 in
the former casewas assumed [5]. Further, the important
role of CHCl radical leading to C3H3 through reaction

CHCl� C2H2 � C3H3 � Cl �2�
was suggested.Rapid formation of C3H3 initiatesan effi-
cient pathway to soot, becausethe propargyl radical re-
combination is consideredto be a dominant way to first
aromatic ring formation. These arguments may explain
the outstanding sooting propensity of dichlormethane.
Since the authorsof [5] observed the soot yield in CCl4
pyrolysis shiftedto temperatures higherthan2400 K, they
assumed the existence of anothermechanism for soot for-
mation at high temperatures. This mechanism was as-
sumedto proceed through C2 addition, whoseformation
is thermodynamically favourableat high temperatures.
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Fig. 8
Steadystatelevel of the absorbanceD2 behindincidentshockwaves
in different mixtures of CCl4 with 4000 ppm Fe(CO)5 in argon.
Dotted line correspondsto iron clustersabsorptionwithout CCl4. *
4000ppm,& 1600ppm,▲ 800 ppm and▼ 400 ppm CCl4

Fig. 9
Semilogarithmicplot of the absorptionrecord(Fig. 7) illustratingbi-
exponentialbehaviorof soot growth. Mixture: 4000 ppm CCl4 and
400 ppm Fe(CO)5, T5=2686 K, P5=22.9 bar. (Seetext aboutdeter-
minationof time durationof inductionperiod)



Concerning the SY in CCl4 pyrolysis we have to state
the difference of our resultswith dataof [5]. Firstly, we
measured “two-bell” soot yield profile as a function of
temperature behind reflectedshock waves (Fig. 2). Sec-
ondly, the disposition of the first bell on the temperature
axis and the magnitudeof SY are in fact the same as that
for most hydrocarbons being investigated.This is quite
evident from the low temperatureboundaryof soot ap-
pearance undervarious conditions and for different soot-
ing molecules.On the otherhand, in [5] the sootyield in
CCl4 pyrolysis becamemeasurableat T>2300 K and is
smaller than that for another chlorinatedhydrocarbonsby
aboutoneorder of magnitude.

Our explanation of that difference is related mostly
with nonisothermaleffects under the experimentalcondi-
tions in [5]. Indeed, a high percentageof CCl4 (9.3%) in
mixture with argon may lead to significant cooling of the
gasbehind the shock wave due to fast decomposition of
CCl4 andeven its fragments. As a resultof this effect the
soot formation in the abovemixturesoccurred at tempera-
tures significantly lower than those calculated from a
shockvelocity measuredassuming no reaction behind the
shock wave. To estimatethe magnitude of cooling we
needto take into account the heat of the decomposition
reactions and the characteristic reaction times. The com-
parison betweenCCl4 and C2Cl4 decompositionrate con-
stantsand soot growth rates (Fig. 4) shows clearly that
the former processesaremuchfaster.

According to our estimations the temperaturedecayin
experiments[5] with mixture 9.3% CCl4 in argon may be
about 500 K if the first stageof relatively fast reactions

goesinto the transient productsaccording to the follow-
ing overall scheme

CCl4 ! 0:25 C2Cl4 � 0:25 C2Cl2 � 1:25 Cl2 �3�

The reaction enthalpieis (DH=146 kJ/mol). If we as-
sumethat the ratio of concentrationsCl/Cl2&0.25 the es-
timated temperaturedrops even more, around600 K. If
we take into consideration thesecorrections the data [5]
agreewell with our measurements of Tap. Anyway, the
correctsimulation of experimentaldata[5] concerning SY
in CCl4 pyrolysis was to considernonisothermal situation
behindthe shockwave.

Note in this connection that experiments with partly
chlorinated hydrocarbonsfor which heat losses in disso-
ciation of parent molecules werecompensatedby heatre-
leasein exothermic stepswith HCl production give more
realistic value for soot appearancetemperatures(see[5])
despiteof the fact that the measurementswereperformed
in mixtureswith high percentageof reactants. In particu-
lar, similar estimations for decomposition of CHCl3 ac-
cording to the overall scheme

2 CHCl3 ! C2Cl4 � 2 HCl �4�

give in fact a thermoneutral(DH=10 kJ/mol) result.
Turning to measurements of the appearancetemperature

for soot formation behindshockwaves,it is necessary to
note that the experiments at high pressure with highly di-
luted mixtures are a reliable approach to obtain the cor-
rect valuesfor Tap. Comparison of existing datain flames
and shockwavesshowsthat Tap is around1600 K for all
hydrocarbons and chlorinatedhydrocarbons being investi-
gatedandprobably may be consideredasa relevantover-
all parameter corresponding to the critical condition for
beginning of soot inception in shockwavesexperiments.
Finally, we needto emphasisethe necessityto take care
when we usesuchparameter as Tap. Apparently, this val-
ue is in relevant connectionwith the residencetime tres of
gasparticlesin the reactionzone.Oncethe characteristic
scaleof tres is approximately equal1 ms for experiments
in shock waves and hasthe sameorder of magnitude for
flame experiments [4], this circumstancemay explain the
reasonable consistencyof Tap data for both methods. In
experimentswith higher tres, e.g. flow or static reactors,
lower valuesof Tap may be found.

Turning again to the two-bell SY curve and the tem-
perature dependenceof kf we needto comparealsothe ra-
tio of chemical ratesfor somespecieswhich may be con-
sideredas rate controlling for soot formation. The repre-
sentative picture of the hierarchy of severaldominantki-
netic processesmay be seenfrom Fig. 4 which showsthat
at the beginning of soot formation even at the low tem-
perature boundary (1600 K) the parent CCl4 molecules
are “completely” converted to C2Cl4 and its thermalde-
composition plausibly gives a limiting step for the soot
embryo production at leastat lower temperaturenearTap.
Considering the two-bell shapeof SY curve observed in
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Fig. 10
Temperaturedependenceof soot yield in different mixtures of
4000ppm CCl4 with Fe(CO)5. Reactiontime behindreflectedshock
wavescorrespondsto 1 ms. Dotted line correspondsto soot yield
without Fe(CO)5. * 400 ppm, & 3000 ppm and ~ 4000 ppm
Fe(CO)5



CCl4 pyrolysis, we assume that the secondbell is related
to the reactionbehindthe incident shockwave1 when the
mixture composition entering in front of the reflected
shockwavesignificantly differs from the initial CCl4 mix-
ture being enriched(or may be replaced)by suchcompo-
nents as C2Cl4 and C2Cl2 molecules, radicals as C2Cl3
andC2Cl, andCl-atoms.

Characteristic timesfor CCl4 pyrolysis are2 to 3 orders
of magnitude shorter than thosefor most of the sooting
pyrolytic systemsunder comparable conditions. There-
fore, it allows to considerthe overall reactionproceeding
in two stages. The first one (relatively fast period) with
the establishmentof partial equilibrium within the radical
pool and molecules with double and triple C–C-bonds,
i. e., C2Cl4, C2Cl2. The second one(slower) is in fact rate
limiting for carbon particle growth when the sootbuilding
material is producedin reactions betweenthe abovemen-
tionedradicalsandmolecules.

As can be seenfrom Fig. 4 the normalizedkf/[C] val-
uesfor soot ([C] is the total carbon concentration) forma-
tion during carbon tetrachloridepyrolysis is rather high,
around 5·109 cm3 mol–1 s–1 at T=2000K. It is interesting
to comparethe absolute magnitudesof kf with that for an-
other molecules under comparable conditions behind
shockwaves.A comprehensiveset of appropriate data is
presented in [8, 9]. The maximum valuesof kf/[C] areas
follows: 5·109 cm3 mol–1 s–1 for C7H8, 2·109 cm3 mol–1

s–1 for C8H8, 6·108 cm3 mol–1 s–1 for C2H2 and 4·108

cm3 mol–1 s–1 for C2H4 at temperature around 1900 K.
Thus, kf/[C] for soot formation during carbontetrachlor-
ide pyrolysis is among the highest as compared with
other molecules being studied under comparable condi-
tions. Note that similar large values of kf/[C] were ob-
servedin soot formation during ethylene pyrolysis cata-
lysedby Fe(CO)5 additives [2].

The temperaturedependenceof the first ordersoot rate
shows the typical bell shapedcurve for the basemixture
of 4000 ppm CCl4 in argon, though at high temperature
Fe(CO)5 additives exhibit certainly higher kf/[C] values.
Action of hydrogen additives is apparently related with
the effective formation of H-atoms and further reactions.
Indeed,the reaction

Cl�H2 � HCl �H �5�

givesfastgenerationof H-atomswhich in turn reactvia

H� CxCly � HCl � CxClyÿ1 �6�

Otherwise, the small additive concentrations of H2 act as
promoting factor through the binding of two Cl-atoms
and increasing of C/Cl-ratio to more favourablemagni-
tude. The above mentioned formation of CHCl radicals
may also be responsible for a promotion effect provided

that the ratio of H2 and CCl4 is optimal.For large hydro-
gen concentrations,[H]�[Cl], the observable soot sup-
pressing effect may be explainedas follows. If H2 is in
excessthe formation of soot precursors cannot compete
with fasterreactions leadinge.g. to formation of CH4, via
the reactions:

CCl�H � CH� Cl �7�

CH�H2 � CH2 �H �8�

CH2 �H2 � CH3 �H �9�

CH2 �H2 � CH4 �H �10�

As a resulta significant part of carbonconverts to CH3

and CH4 during the residence time for the experiments
behind shock waves (around 1 ms). In other words, at
given temperaturesthere is not enoughreactiontime for
soot growth. Thesequalitative arguments will be verified
by furthernumerical modeling.

The first indication on induction-lesssoot formation in
C2H4 pyrolysis with Fe(CO)5 additiveswas shown in [2]
and was treated as carbon particle growth on the iron
clustersurface.Here,in addition to a similar phenomenon
in binary mixtures CCl4/Fe(CO)5, presumably also con-
nectedwith microheterogeneous iron clustercontribution,
we observed induction-less biexponential carbon forma-
tion in CCl4 pyrolysis, that is not connectedwith iron
clusters andmust be explainedby anotherreason. Experi-
mental findings andqualitative considerationson soot for-
mation during CCl4 pyrolysis and its mixtures with
Fe(CO)5 and H2 are the backgroundfor computer model-
ling which areunderway.

Let us discussshortly the findings relatedwith Fe(CO)5
additives.As was demonstratedearlier, the absorption re-
cordsin binary mixtures CCl4/Fe(CO)5 manifestchemical
interaction between these components. Presumably, this
effect is related with reactionsof iron-atomswhich appear
due to fast Fe(CO)5 decomposition.The rate constantof
Fe(CO)5 thermal decomposition is much higher than that
for CCl4. Nascent iron-atomsmay easily reactwith CCl4
in accordancewith the schemein Table1. For the thermo-
chemical data see e.g. [10]. Reactions included in this
schemeare exothermic or slightly endothermic. That per-
mits to suggest reasonably fast occurrence of thesereac-
tions at T>1600K. The averaged heateffect for the over-
all reaction

2 Fe� 3 CCl4 � 2 FeCl3 � 3 CCl2 �11�

is equal to –555 kJ/mol. However, boiling points for
FeCl2 and FeCl3 are ratherdifferentand equal to 1300 K
and around590 K, respectively[11]. Therefore, it is rea-
sonableto expect that nascentFeCl2 molecules may nu-
cleateat T<1300 K. Observablecharacteristics of absorp-
tion behind incident shock waves agree well with this
suggestion.
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1 This is confirmed by recentmeasurementsof Tanke and Tsuboi,
which show that for soot formation from CCl4 after incident shock
wavesthe second“SY bell” is not observed



Concluding Remarks

The most distinct peculiarities of soot formation in
CCl4 pyrolysis and mixtures of CCl4 with H2 and
Fe(CO)5 areasfollows:

• The lower temperatureboundaryfor soot particles de-
tection and the magnitude of soot yield in CCl4 pyro-
lysis arethe sameasthat for mostof the hydrocarbons
studied.

• A comparison of soot formation characteristics for
highly and slightly diluted mixturesof CCl4/Ar shows
that the temperature changes during CCl4 pyrolysis is
an importantfactor for kinetic simulation.

• The first order rates of soot growth kf/[C] is higher
than that for all hydrocarbons, including benzeneun-
der comparable conditions.

• At T<2200K the induction timesarecloseto thosefor
hydrocarbonswith respectto both, absolute valuesand
activation energy. In the middle temperature range
studied, 2200<T/K<2500 induction-less behaviour of
soot growth was observed. tind at T>2500 K shows a
negative activation energy.

• Hydrogen additives significantly act on soot formation
characteristicsdependingon the ratio of H andCl.

• Chemical reaction in mixture CCl4/Fe(CO)5 was
observed even at relatively low temperaturesbehind
incident shock waves. However, iron additives only
slightly change the soot yield as compared to CCl4
pyrolysis.

A qualitative interpretation of featuresobserved is based
on the consideration of the hierarchy of characteristic
timesin the abovegiven reactingsystemsfollowed by the
growth of sootparticles.To our point of view the consid-
erationof this reactingsystemasa two-stageprocessis a
promising way to explain quantitatively the biexponential
time history of soot formation kinetics and the two-bell
shaped curvesfor SY. First, a relatively fast stageconsists
of fission of C–Cl-bonds in parentmolecules,self-reac-

tions between radicalsand radical-molecule reactions.A
significant part of the reaction flow goesto C2Cl4 forma-
tion. Concurrentlysootembryo formationoccursfollowed
by the sequential growth of soot particles via incorpora-
tion of CxCly species into the carbon matrix. Radicals
C2Cl and C2Cl3 may be considered as the most plausible
building blocks for soot growth during CCl4 pyrolysis.
Exhaust of building materialof the abovementionedradi-
cal pool leadsto a decreasing soot formation rateandSY
in the first stage. The secondstage is connectedwith sig-
nificantly slower dissociation of intermediate C2Cl4 mole-
cules and delayed formation of soot building material.
This stagemay be responsible for the second stageof the
sootgrowth andsecond sootbell positionon the tempera-
ture axis.
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Table1
Reactionschemeof iron-atomswith CCl4

Reaction DrH298

[kJ/mol]

Fe + CCl4 � FeCl +CCl3 +13
Fe + CCl3 � FeCl +CCl2 –80
FeCl + CCl4 � FeCl2+CCl3 –217
FeCl + CCl3 � FeCl2+CCl2 –310
FeCl2 + CCl4 � FeCl3+CCl3 +66
FeCl2 + CCl3 � FeCl3+CCl2 –27


